After being appointed Ambassador for the Legacy of Giving organization, Lisa enjoyed working in a volunteer and fund raising capacity. She realized the impact of college scholarships for students and the benefits such scholarship funds provide to students and families.

CARL MARCELIN - BOSTON

Boston Latin High School
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

In 2007, Carl graduated from Boston Latin High School. He plans to pursue a degree in education at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. He is looking forward to contributing to the community in a fulfilling way.

REYNA HUMEDO - AUSTIN

Jefferson Senior High School
Community College of Denver

Reyna graduated from Jefferson Senior High School in 2016. She is currently enrolled in the College of Liberal Arts at the University of Texas at Austin. In her free time, Reyna enjoys volunteering at YouthCare Austin and the local animal shelter.

MARY KAY AND MEL KNOCK

FirstBank

Mary Kay and Mel Knock have been generous supporters of the Legacy of Giving Scholarship Fund. Their company, FirstBank, provides financial services and community support.

SCHOLARSHIP SPONSORS

Xavier Vl (human service) & Lisa Vl (undergraduate)

Ms. Susan, a past donor, is a member of the Legacy of Giving Scholarship Fund.

LIFETIME DONORS (G & U)

Dave and Caroline Kelley

Gail Tinley

SCHOLARSHIP SPONSORS

(xamount $20,000 - $49,999)

Mary and Edward H"auser

Mary and Edward H"auser are proud supporters of the Legacy of Giving Scholarship Fund. Their generosity helps to provide scholarships for students who demonstrate academic excellence and financial need.

MATTIES (2020 to $499)

Allie Abriola

Abigail Abriola

Abigail Abriola is a high school student who has been actively involved in community service projects. She has been a volunteer at the local animal shelter and has participated in a variety of school-related activities.

ASSOCIATES & STUDENTS

Dr. Simon M.

Dr. Simon M. is a distinguished scholar and an accomplished medical professional. He has been a tireless advocate for education and has contributed significantly to the field.

ASSOCIATES & STUDENTS

Dr. Alan E.

Dr. Alan E. has been a mentor to many students and has provided guidance in their academic and personal pursuits.

SCHOLARSHIP SPONSORS

(xamount $10,000 to $19,999)

Anthony and Kitty Zellers

Anthony and Kitty Zellers are dedicated supporters of the Legacy of Giving Scholarship Fund. Their enthusiasm and dedication to education inspire others to give back to their communities.

BACHELORS ($10,000 to $249)

Michael D. and Elizabeth D. Bridges

Michael D. and Elizabeth D. Bridges are proud supporters of the Legacy of Giving Scholarship Fund. They have a deep commitment to education and believe in the power of scholarships to change lives.

DR. SIMON M.

Dr. Simon M. has been a leading figure in the education community and has contributed significantly to the field. He is committed to helping students achieve their academic goals.

ANNUAL DONORS

(xamount less than $10,000)

Robert A. and Sarah L.

Robert A. and Sarah L. are loyal supporters of the Legacy of Giving Scholarship Fund. They have a strong commitment to education and believe in the importance of providing opportunities for students.